
George Kokolas has been working as a teacher trainer and academic consultant for Express Publishing for the last 
18 years. Right after his graduation he branched out from his major in English Literature and devoted himself fully 
to EFL. He likes to be considered as a frontline teacher spending many hours inside the classroom teaching and 
learning at the same time. His vast experience has been of considerable help in developing helpful and practical 
views about different topics of EFL Methodology, like motivation, effective learning, technology in the classroom, 
critical thinking, differentiated instruction and much more. He has delivered several successful seminars in 
conferences throughout the world, including TESOL Spain, APAC Barcelona, TESOL GREECE, Conferencia de 
Instituto Dominico-Americano, ELTA Albania.
 

Celebrating 30 years of Innovation & Excellence

10.00-11.00 Registration. Exhibition of the books.
 
11.00-12.00 CLIL in Primary ELT: Balancing Content & Language Instruction
Content and language integrated learning (CLIL) is a well-known term for English language teachers as CLIL initiatives have become 
widespread worldwide. Despite the benefits of CLIL, there have been many concerns regarding its implementation as well as the 
resources used in an ELT classroom. One of the challenges of CLIL, especially at primary level, is balancing exploration of the topic 
with language development. However, CLIL can capture students’ interest, provided suitable teaching methods and material are used, 
and as long as learning English remains our target.
 
12.00-13.00 Making the Right Noise
Sometimes learners misbehave. During this session, we will discuss what might be going wrong and what might put it right. Although 
no-one can promise students will always behave, it is hoped that a broader understanding of some of the issues involved will be 
helpful in reducing times when they don’t.
 
13.00-14.00 Breaking the sound of silence
Developing speaking skills in a ELT class full of nonnative students can be tricky and complicated for many nonnative teachers. Fighting the 
reluctance of students to perform speaking activities may have a more compound solution than we possibly imagine. The speaker will analyze 
why most of the students don’t want to speak, will try to give some real, tangible remedies on how a teacher can cope with similar situations 
and will stress why thorough speaking practice  should be “a must have”  of our syllabus, starting from the very early years of learning.
 
14.00-14.30 Q&A, Certificates
 

Gerb. anglų kalbos mokytojai,
 
Knygynas „Litterula“ kartu su Valstybės institucijų kalbų centru 2019 m. 
vasario 18 – 22 dienomis Šiauliuose, Panevėžyje, Klaipėdoje, Kaune ir Vilniuje 
kviečia anglų kalbos mokytojus ir dėstytojus dalyvauti Express Publishing 
leidyklos pedagogų kvalifikacijos tobulinimo tarptautiniame seminare
 

Speakers

Daniel Morris has a BA (Hons) in Hispanic Studies from the University of Kent and a Cambridge CELTA. After 
working as a British Council Language Assistant and as an EFL teacher in Spain, he joined Express Publishing as an 
ELT Consultant in 2018. His experience both as a language learner and foreign language teacher has driven his 
interest in studying different types of teaching methodologies and approaches.
 

Programme 

2019-02-20
KLAIPĖDA

V. DIDŽIOJO GIMNAZIJA 
S. DAUKANTO G. 31

 
2019-02-18
ŠIAULIAI

J. JANONIO GIMNAZIJA
TILŽĖS G. 137

 

2019-02-19
PANEVĖŽYS

J. BALČIKONIO GIMNAZIJA 
RESPUBLIKOS G. 47

 

2019-02-21
KAUNAS

BLC CENTRAS,
K. DONELAIČIO G. 62 

SALĖ „ELIPSĖ“ 
 

2019-02-22
VILNIUS

BEST WESTERN VILNIUS HOTEL 
KONSTITUCIJOS PR. 14
 „STIKLO“ A+B SALĖ

 
Išankstinė registracija BŪTINA!
Seminaras nemokamas.
Registracijos nuorodą taipogi galite rasti www.litterula.lt
Mokestis už kvalifikacijos tobulinimo pažymėjimą 3 €, mokama vietoje.

www.litterula.lt
 

Norėdami užsiregistruoti prašome 
spausti ant apačioje esančios 

nuorodos arba nuskenuoti QR kodą 
savo mobiliuoju įrenginiu:

VALSTYBĖS   INSTITUCIJŲ   KALBŲ   CENTRAS

"Building  Multiple  Pathways  to  Effective  Learning" .

 
info@litterula.lt

http://www.litterula.lt/
https://goo.gl/forms/o1FAoMWP2koACqMU2
http://www.litterula.lt/
https://www.expresspublishing.co.uk/lt/
http://vikc.lt/
http://www.litterula.lt/

